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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE INFO

With the massive development of information digitization, massive amounts of data are
generated quickly. By collecting, sorting, analyzing, and mining this data. Anyone can
obtain large amounts of individual users’ sensitive data. The major problem of user is
security of data warehouse on cloud. For fraudulent purpose Consumers cannot always
just depend on the cloud provider’s security infrastructure. We have developed a webbased application for secure sensitive data sharing on a big data environment, including
secure data delivery, storage, usage, and demolition on a semi-trusted big data sharing
platform. The application protects the security of users’ sensitive data effectively and
shares the data safely. The major security challenge with clouds is that of the data may
not have control of where data is placed. This is because if one wants to exploits the
benefits of using cloud, one must also utilize the resource allocation and scheduling
provided by clouds. Secure sensitive data as a Service cloud platform provides security
of the infrastructure level for a public cloud by providing security to cloud that is highly
elastic, portable and fully Controlled by the cloud consumer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Users store huge amounts of sensitive data on a big data
platform. Sharing sensitive data will help enterprises
minimal the cost of providing users with individual services
and gives value-added data services. However, secure data
sharing is difficult. This paper proposes a framework for
secure sensitive data sharing on a big data environment,
including secure data delivery, storage, utilization, and
destruction on a semi-trusted big data sharing environment.
We present a proxy re-encryption algorithm based on
diverse cipher text transformation and a user process
protection method based on a virtual machine monitor,
which provides help for the realization of system functions.
The framework protects the security of users’ sensitive data
implicitly and shares these data safely. At the same time,
data owners retain complete control of their own data in a
sound territory for modern Internet information security
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Materials and Method
 Technologies Used:
During the solution development, following hard-wares
were used:
 250 GB HD


4GB RAM



Cloud Environment

 Software Requirement:
 JAVA


Hadoop Framework



MySql



HTML5
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Bootstrap



Ajax

Stepwise flow of Methodology:
in these system, we are taking different data as
input(structured ,semi0structured, unstructured data). We
are using algorithm for security for cloud environment RSA
algorithm (SHA-1 algorithm, MD-5 algorithm), H-PRE
algorithm to make data secure.
We are using RSA algorithm (SHA-1 algorithm, MD-5
algorithm), H-PRE algorithm because they provide simple
and fast performance on server side. These algorithms
widely used for secure data transmission.
Our system has following advantages:
1. It improves efficiency of encryption.
2. Reducing the overhead of the interaction among involved
parties.
3. Upload the encrypted data to a big data platform.
4. Use for secure data transmission.
5. It has Fast performance.
 The interaction as well as the communication of the
user with the application can be shown with the
help of following diagram :

S = {…………
(b) Identify the inputs as D , Q, I, P
S = {d, q, i, p, …
D = {d1, d2, d3,d4, … | ‘d’ given cloud storage}
Q= {Q1,Q2, Q3, …
| ‘Q’ gives the request by
user to secure the data}
I = {I1, I2, …
|’I’ gives user ID for login}
P= {P1, P2, …
|’P’ gives the respective
password for login ID}

(c)Identify the outputs as O
S = {d, q, i, p, n, r, …
N = {n1, n2, n3, n4, …
| ‘n’ data is secure in
cloud environment}
R= {R1, R2 …
| ‘R’ is the response
for secure data}
(d)Identify the functions as ‘F’
S = {d, q, i, p, n, r, f…
F = {f1(), f2(), f3(), f4(), f5()}
F1( v ) :: access the cloud storage
F2 ( V) :: process requests
F3 ( V ) :: secure the data
F4 ( T ) :: response to data
F5( D ) :: login

Fig.1 Systematic framework for secure sensitive data
sharing on a big data platform

Fig.2: Function Representation in set

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Set theory analysis:
(a)Let ‘S’ be the | question paper set as the final set
S = {…………
(b) Identify the inputs as D , Q, I, P
S = {d, q, i, p, …
D = {d1, d2, d3,d4, … | ‘d’ given cloud storage}
Q= {Q1,Q2, Q3, …
| ‘Q’ gives the request by
user to secure the data}
I = {I1, I2, …
|’I’ gives user ID for login}
P= {P1, P2, …
|’P’ gives the respective
password for login ID}

Set theory analysis:
(a)Let ‘S’ be the | question paper set as the final set
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III. RESULT/DISCUSSION
RSA is one of the first practical public-key cryptosystems
and
is
widely
used
for
secure
data transmission. In such a cryptosystem, the encryption
key
is
public
and
differs
from
the
decryption key which is kept secret. In RSA, this asymmetry
is
based
on
the
practical
difficulty
of factoring the product of two large prime numbers, the
factoring problem.
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed project well protects the security of users’
sensitive data. At the same time the data owners have the
entire control of their own data, which is a feasible solution
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to balance the benefits of involved parties under the semitrusted conditions.
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